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Introduction
 In the course of many years various blepharoplasty 

techniques proved to be effective for surgical rejuvenation of the 
periorbital area.

Success of any blepharoplasty depends – among other 
factors - upon the normal course of the wound healing process. 
Surgeons strive to create favorable conditions for wound 
healing and to minimize the expected side effects (postsurgical 
edema, hematomas etc.). And the main objective, of course, 
is to provide formation of a normotrophic scar. BTA-induced 
chemoimmobilization of facial muscles in this area even after 
removal of sutures and retaining bandages eliminates dynamic 
forces disturbing the healing wound. Moreover, results of some 
recent research suggest that the presence of BTA in the tissues of 
healing cutaneous wounds can inhibit processes leading to scar 
hypertrophy [1, 2, 3].

It is also necessary to bear in mind, that the patients usually 
expect a full rejuvenation after blepharoplasty, including 
smoothing of dynamic wrinkles as well. BTA injections after the 
operation represent a good solution.

Being guided by the patients′ needs and considering the 
options of botulinum therapy, I began to use BTA injections in 
the early postoperative period and worked out a management 
algorithm of my own for patients after various types of 
blepharoplasty.

Abstract
 The author presents his method of using BTA injections in the 

periorbital area for promoting the wound healing process, ensuring 
formation of a normotrophic scar and enhancing the aesthetic 
outcome of blepharoplasty surgeries.
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General considerations
The following timing options for applying botulinum therapy 

as a procedure for enhancing the outcome of a face or neck plastic 
surgery are usually considered:

tients were clinically diagnosed with solar lentigo or solar 
lentigines (Fig.1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15). .10 - 20 days before surgery [4];. intraoperatively (injections into the orbicularis oculi muscle 
under direct visualization or immediately after wound closure) 
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ;.in the early postoperative period (24 - 96 hours after the 
operation) [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] ;. several months postoperatively.

If botulinum therapy is accomplished 10 – 20 days before 
blepharoplasty, a particular lifting effect is present in the facial 
soft tissues at the time of surgery. This may interfere with exact 
evaluation of the amount of skin to be excised. Furthermore, BTA 
injections in the area under the eyes may also lead to infraorbital 
hernia accentuation or prolapse.

  Botulinum therapy may be accomplished intraoperatively, 
but I regard this as questionable: many surgeons use soft tissue 
hydro dissection or local anesthesia with epinephrine before 
blepharoplasty. This may influence the process of BTA fixation in 
the muscles, thus weakening the injections effect.

Several months after blepharoplasty active wound healing 
is already accomplished, and botulinum toxin injections can not 
affect this process any more. At this point BTA injections can 
be considered only as a traditional means of expressive facial 
wrinkles correction.

In my opinion the optimal time for applying botulinum 
therapy after blepharoplasty in order to enhance the wound 
healing process and aesthetic outcomes of a blepharoplasty is the 
early postoperative period (the 3rd, 5th or 7th day after surgery) 
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while other timing options are associated with substantial 
drawbacks. The reasons from my viewpoint as a practitioner are 
the following:

1) Chemoimmobilization of the orbicularis oculi muscle allows 
to create the most favorable conditions for excellent apposition 
of wound edges, to eliminate dynamic tension and soft tissue 
motility in the area of the healing wound, thus ensuring formation 
of a normotrophic scar and preventing hypertrophic scarring;

2) [1, 2] The observed in vitro inhibiting effect of BTA on 
fibroblast differentiation and the BTA-induced decrease in CTGF 
proteins in hypertrophic scar-derived cell cultures suggest an 
additional prophylactic action of BTA  regarding cutaneous scar 
hypertrophy. So every opportunity should be used to ensure 
formation of an inconspicuous scar;

3) Elimination or substantial reduction of  dynamic wrinkles 
(meeting the patients′ expectations);

4) Use of botulinum therapy in the early postoperative period 
after blepharoplasty allows to ensure high

effectiveness of BTA injections as a means of surgery outcome 
enhancement and avoid drawbacks associated with other timing 
options.

The chemoimmobilizing effect of BTA injections on facial 
muscles and its safe use for aesthetic correction of facial rhytids 
and mild soft tissue ptosis is very well established scientifically 
and clinically [17, 18, 19, 20]. A group of researchers showed 
that botulinum toxin type A directly inhibited fibroblast-to-
myofibroblast differentiation in a cell culture derived from 
hypertrophic scars, but they observed no such effect in a culture 
derived from normotrophic scars [1]. Other researchers noted 
an in vitro decrease in connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) 
protein in fibroblasts derived from hypertrophic scars due to BTA 
action [2] and also showed an inhibiting action of BTA on collagen 
deposition in a rabbit model of hypertrophic scarring [3]. The 
results of such studies provide theoretical support for use of BTA 
injections to prevent/control hypertrophic scarring.

Nowadays various assumptions arising from practitioners’ 
observations of BTA injection effects on the cutaneous wound 
healing process prompt a lot of potentially interesting topics for 
future detailed studies. For example, in my practice I observe 
a weaker myoimmobilizing effect of BTA injections on the 
orbicularis oculi muscle made in the early regenerative period 
after blepharoplasty compared to usual aesthetic BTA correction 
of intact facial soft tissues. Further research is necessary to 
understand the exact mechanism of BTA effects on actively 
regenerating soft tissues of cutaneous wounds.

Marking
Marking of the injection site is an important step that ensures 

achievement of the planned result. I have developed a marking 
scheme (Figure 1) that ensures reproducibility of the method and 
predictability of the outcome.

Figure 1: Marking of the periorbital zone before BTA injections.

• point A – the pupil center;

• black line – the outer border of the orbicular muscle of the eye 
(m. orbicularis oculi);

• blue line – the orbital border of the orbicular muscle of the eye 
(the bony landmark);

• green line – the blepharoplasty skin incision path;

• AB – the line from the pupil center to the brow tail end;

• AC – the horizontal transpupil line;

• AD – the line from the pupil center to the earlobe;

• AE – the vertical transpupil line;

• 1 – the brow arch maximal curvature point

• 2 – the point on the brow tail end;

• 3, 4, 5 – the points in the centers of segments formed by lines 
AB, AC, AD, AE;

• 6 – the intersection line AE with the inferior part of the line 
indicating the orbital border of the orbicular muscle of the eye;

• 7 - the additional point in the area of the inner corner of the 
eye on the medial inferior part of the line  indicating the orbital 
border of the orbicular muscle of the eye.

Let’s denote the center of the pupil of the eye as point A. 
Four straight lines are to be drawn virtually through this point: 
the horizontal transpupil line AC, the line AB - through the pupil 
center and the endpoint B of the browtail; the line AD - from the 
pupil center towards the earlobe; and the vertical transpupil line 
AE.

Then we locate the injection points, denoting them with numbers:

1 – the brow arch maximal curvature point (in women I introduce 
BTA preparations into a point under the brow , and in men – into 
a point right in the brow);

2 – the point on the brow tail end;

3, 4, 5 – the points in the centers of segments formed with lines 
AB, AC, AD, AE;
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6 – the intersection of the transpupil line AE with the inferior part 
of the line indicating the inner border of the orbicular muscle of 
the eye (in Figure 1 the blue line shows the inner border of the 
orbicular muscle of the eye and the black line shows the outer 
border of the orbicular muscle of the eye);

7 – the point in the area of the inner corner of the eye on the 
inferior medial part of the line indicating the inner border of the 
orbicular muscle of the eye (for an extra injection if necessary).

Technique and dosages

Any BTA preparation may be used for this method, the dilution 
and dosage data is given for Botox (Allergan, USA) as an example. 
BTA introduction modes: intramuscular injections of a classically 
diluted solution (100 U BTA and 2ml saline) and intradermal 
injections in nappage technique of a less concentrated solution 
(100 U BTA and 4 ml saline).

BTA injections into points 1, 6 and 7 are made intradermally 
or subdermally in papula technique, 0,5 U for each point. It is 
necessary to achieve mild relaxation of the orbicular muscle of 
the eye and to immobilize the lower eyelid in the incision area, 
so small doses of botulinum toxin are injected. (The green line in 
Figure 1 shows the incision path)

Botulinum toxin injections into points 2, 3, 4, 5 are made 
intramuscularly, 1 U for each point. Point 7 is used for an 
additional injection (1 U), if extra correction is necessary for 
immobilization of the orbicular muscle of the eye.

Botulinum toxin injections along the incision path (at the 
wound edges) in nappage technique are made to enhance the 
regeneration process. 1 – 0, 5 U (depending on the incision length) 
of a classical solution is diluted 1:1 with 0,9% NaCl directly in an 
additional syringe.

For male faces I use the same marking scheme and similar 
doses as for female patients, but there are some specific details. 
I usually do not inject BTA into points 2 and 3 in the segment 
between lines AB and AC to avoid brow tail rise. An elevated brow 
tail brings an air of femininity to male features and is therefore 
undesirable. I inject BTA into points 2 and 3 in men only if a 
correction of mild brow ptosis for additional enhancement of a 
lower blepharoplasty surgery outcome is necessary or in some 
cases when creation of favorable conditions for wound healing 
after lower or all-round blepharoplasty has overriding priority. 
In regard to BTA dosages my vast practice of BTA use for non-
invasive aesthetic facial correction proves absolute sufficiency of 
standard BTA doses for men [21].

The method shows good results: in the course of 2 years I 
used botulinum therapy in the early period after blepharoplasty 
in 55 patients, the planned outcome was achieved in all cases, no 
adverse effects were observed, patient satisfaction was high.

Case report
A female patient B, 39 years old, presented in my clinic with 

complaints about skin excess in the upper eyelids (Figures 2 
and 3: Before blepharoplasty).  An upper blepharoplasty was 

performed. On the day of suture removal BTA injections in the 
periorbital area were made ( Figures 4 and 5: 7 days after upper 
blepharoplasty, markings for BTA injections).  Figure 6 shows the 
patient 2 months after surgery.

Figure 2 & 3: Before Blepharoplasty

Figure 4 & 5: 7 Days after upper Blepharoplasty, markings for BTA in-
jections
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Conclusion
So, the advantages of botulinum therapy in the early rehabili-

tation period after blepharoplasty are obvious. It ensures favor-
able conditions for wound healing, formation of a normotrophic 
scar, acts as a preventive agent against hypertrophic scarring, and 
allows eliminating or significantly lessening wrinkles in the peri-
orbital zone. So the blepharoplasty patients’ expectations are met 
in full.

Figure 6: Shows the patient 2 months after surgery
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